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META-PSYCHOLOGIES

Dr. Arthur Fischell, formally at Atari Research Labs, has consented to
present one of his famous, although rare, seminar discussions, at our
company.
The seminar will be in the large conference room, at 11:00 on
Friday, December 12, 1986 and is open to all participating staff.

Date: 11 Dec 1986 0307-PDT
From: Dr. Arthur I. Fischell <ARTHUR at ROUNDTABLE>
Message-ID: <[ROUNDTABLE]11-Dec-1986 3:07:00 ARTHUR>
Sender: ARTHUR at ROUNDTABLE
Subject: Research Seminar
Here's the abstract --- art.

SELF-REFERENTIAL META-PSYCHOLOGIES
SEMINAR CONTENT
The study of content and its meaning. How ideas become manifest. Real-time,
group-oriented interactional open systems research. Variations in goal
structure within a seminar group as a function of decision anxiety. "How to
Star in your Own Show". Intermediate and advanced reality definition. The
power of distinction in a choice modulated democratic work place. The
psychology of psychology, the laws of formation and in-formation, and how
inner knowledge breeds outer wisdom.
Probabilistic, relativistic, multi-modal and discrete processes without
boundary conditions. Existential detoxification through rubblization.
Neural networking and the evolution of space-time within the consciousness of
plants. Why nine dimensions is enough for building strings. Freudian
archtypicality at light speeds. Post-technological peri-communicative twentyfirst-century personality theories. Ninety percent transition states for
predecisional action biases. Manifesting magical energy and the ultimate
control of time. What we should do now that the aliens have landed. Why they
are invisible.
Brownian projections of multi-stimulus event-horizons in a media saturated
environment. Making movies. The foundations of mathematics and what we can
do about it. Why California ends at the ocean. Transcontinental
communication theories of point processes in a seemingly random chain of

coincidences as interpreted by sentient land masses. Hyperbolic memory
functions: correction, translation, editing and self-censorship. What I
can't tell you about. The secret of secrecy. Who to tell about Santa. How
to remember your name. What we have learned from the invasion of submolecular self-duplicating touring machines, and the symbiosis of the concept
snatching demons. Creatures of ill-importance and the fifth dimensional war
for the Moon. When not to use drugs and why heat is expansive. Redundancy
operators and how symbolic computers imagine their users. The distance to
the edge, the conscious conspiracy of entropic denial systems, the invention
of zed, and how life imitates matter.
The philosophical analysis of subconscious activity, transforms of the
drastic kind, metaprogramming instruction sets, how to get it from the
outside, and the necessity of hard work. Fantasy tools, catastrophic
erasures, thought bondage, reentering metaphors, representational spaces,
transpersonal acceleration, accumulation of wealth, influence of people,
self-assuring deviations, the existence of certainty, kick-starting the
Universe, fulfillment of the imagination, the bliss of creation, the two
voids, and the final, irreversible, astonishing, blank-screened end.

